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DIGEST:

1, A procuring agency is not required to
delay award indefinitely while a bidder
attempts to cure the causes for the firm
being found nonresponsible, Thus, where
the low bidder fails to supply required
information prior to contract award,
after having been provided ample oppor-
tunity to do so, an agency reasonably
may find the low bidder nonresponsible.

2. Basic principles of competitive bidding
require that invitations for bids offer
equal and unambiguous terms and condi-
tions of award to all bidders. Thus,
rejection of low bid solely for failure
to meet criteria not clearly set forth
in an invitation Would be improper.

3. Where an invitation permits bidders to
use changes in their own selling prices
as a basis for price adjustment during
the contract term, it must also require
that these prices reflect some objective
standard, Otherwise, it is impossible
to determine which bid ultimately will
result in the lowest cost to the Gov-
ernment.

4. A bid is responsive where it complies with
an invitation's material terms and condi-
tions.

Roarda, Inc. protests tie rejection of its bid and
the subsequent award of a contract to Jackson Oil Company
under invitation for bids (IFB) No. 0064-AA-9l-0-2-PP,
issued by the District of Columbia (D.C.) Government.
The procurement was for the supply of all petroleum
1)rodrur!ht rnrruirr ' 1r flehŽ citv for one year, with renewal
OC) iom; Cu L Ott,.' aud ±Lidl:ii 7'd1rS7
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Roarda initially protested the DSC, Governrrjtnt's
determination that the firm was nonresponsible, After
filing its protest here, Roarda also filed a complaint
ill thn Superior Court. of the District of Columbia
(Roarda, Inc. v, District of Columbia, Civil Action No.
18107-81) alleging that the D.C. Governlnent'Q deter-
mination of nonresponsibility was unlawful and that
the economic price adjustment clause cuJntained in the
IFB and therefore Jackson's contract rendered the
award to Jackson illegal. The court has requested our
opinion on these issues, and Roarda has amended its
protest to include its allegations concerning the
economic price adjustment clause.

We deny the protest.

I. Relevant Solicitation Provisions

Pursuant to the D.c. Covernnent's "sheltered market"
program, DoCo Code S 1-1147 (1981), the IFB required the
prime contractor to utilize as subcontractors for the
delivery of all petroleum products only those Minority
Business Enterprises (GBEs) listed in the solicitation,
who had been certified by D.C. as eligible for participa-
tion in the program. The IFB also stated that certain
minority requirements would be negotiated with the low r
bidder, including minimum requirements that the proposed
MBEs had to meet. Among these minimum requirements were
the following:

"(1) Prior to August 15, 1981, a [MBE]
firm must own a minimum of one (1) POL
(petroleum, oil, lubricants) delivery
tankwagon or truckL-trailer with a ca-
pacity of 2000 gallons or more. * * *

"(2) * * * A maximum of one (1) leased
truck per two trucks owned up to a maximum
of three (3) leased trucks can be dedicated
to the sheltered market POL program. * * *

"(3) Prior to award, thonSelected prime con-
tractor will have requested and shall have
received copies of ownership documents, lease
documents, registration documents and inspec-
tion certifTcates of all delivery trucks that
are dedicated to the sheltered market POL pro-
grams. Failure to submit appropriate document
ythe time requested nay render your firm

- ~ ~~ - -7- I, -- -_
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In addition, the IFB provided that;

"The offerot agrees to assbit the suboon-
tractors to the fullest extent practical
in the areas of; (1) rlogistical require-
ments, (2) Preventive maintenance practices,
(3) Employment, (4)Budgetingq (5) Acoount-
ing, (6) Financing, (7) Miarketing, (8)
Scheduling, (9) Acquisition and integrity
oJe supply, (10) Acquisition of rolling stock,
(11) Acquisition of Storage and rack facil-
ities, (12) Developing Commercial Markets

"The offeror sha)l include with the response
to this IFB a comprehensive written plan that
outlines specific details regarding the level
of assistance the liBEs will receive in each
area during the term of the Contract, The
plan will be used in the evaluation and award
process,"

Cqncerning payment to the subcontractors, the IF1
stated, "Bid prices shall he all inclusive of the price
payable to sub-contractors * * * (which] shall be that
price which the prospective prime contractor and sub-
contractor negotiate and mutually agree to."

Finally, with regard to economic t:rice adjustment, the
IFB contained the following proVision;

'The prices payable under the contract
shall be subject to adjustment, as
required, upward or downward in accor-
dance with the provisions * * * below:

* * * * *

"(1) The Contractor is authorized to pass-
through to the District all increases/
decreases in rack price that occur on and
after the bid opening date,

"(2) When there is an increase/decrease
in the rack price, the unit base (bid
price at time of bid opening) shall [e
adjusted upward or downward by the
difference between the rack price
in effect on bid opening date and the
most recent rack price change. * * *"
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Aclde-idu. NUo, I Lo tLhe !3olicitation added a require-
ment that the bidder "include the rack or wholesale
price in the bottom margin of (specified) pages for each
product type * * *,"

II, rNonrespon ibility Determination

s. Background

Bids were opened on August, 28, 1981 at which time
Roarda was revealed to be the low bidder, based on evalu-
ation of unit prices offered, On September 21, the P.C.
Government hand-delivered to Roarda a pre-award survey
questionnaire which required submission of certain infor-
mation, much of which related to the MBE subcontracting
and assistance provisions of the IFB, e~g., requirements
for submission by the prima contractor of MBE vehicle
ownerships lease, and registration documents, and of a
detailed MBE assistance plan, Also included was a require-
ment that the prime contractor establish, as part of its
MBE assistance plan, a written "unit price payable" agree-
ment with each MBE. As required, Roarda responded to the
pre-award survey questionnaire by September 25, 1981.

On September 28, Roarda and P.C. Government repre-
sentatives met to discuss Roarda's MHU assistance plan.
The only documentation of this meeting in the record is
inconclusive concerning the matters which were discussed,
but does appear to indicate that Roarda's MBE assistance
plan as outlined was deemed acceptable and that because
of the short time frame originally imposed, Roarda waS
given until October 2 to complete and file all parts of
the plan. By letter of that date, Roarda forwarded
agreements signed by four MlBEs acknowledging the accept-
ability of Roarda's assistance plan, which included a
proposal to pay each subcontractor $0.045 per gallon for
tank wagon deliveries.

On October 15, 1901, the Executive Director of D.C.'s
Minority Business Opportunity Commission (148OC) advIsed
the Director of the D.C. Department of General Services
that M4OC had reviewed Roarda's MBE assistance plan and
found it unacceptable. (D.C. Code S 1-1149(8) provides
that MBOC shall review bids in the sheltered market pro-
gram)* MBOC found that Roarda had addressed only three
of the twelve areas set forth in the IPB in which the
bidder was required to assist the subcontractors to the
fullest practical extent. Further, MBOC found that Roarda
had failed to submit adequate written price payable agree-
ments, and objected to the proposed payment terms of 50.045
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per gallon for tank wagon thulivOries, t41OC felt this price
was insufficient to provide the MIisFs with an adequate profit
margin and thus subjected them to a high degree of risk,
factors which were considered inconsistent with the goals
of the MIBE assistance program.

By letter to Roard, dated October 22, the D.C. Govern-
mnent set forth the deficiencies found b;t MIOC in Roarda's
MBE assistance plan, The letter also stated that Roarda
had failed to supply the ownership, lease, and registration
documents, and inspection certificates required by the TF13
Roarda was advised that unless it corrected the deficiencies
within five days of its receipt of the letter, its bid aould be
rejected* On November 2 (11 days later), Roarda advised D.C.
that it wets taking corrective action and that it had serious
questions concerning certain aspects of the October 22 letter.
Roarda asked that a meeting be held to discuss these questions9

On November 5, counsel for Roarda apoke with a D.C.
Government employee who informed him that Roarda's bid was
being rejected for failure to correct the deficiencies noted
in the October 22 letter, and that a meeting would serve no
useful purpose. Roarda filed its protest here on November 16,
objecting to the D.C. Government's rejection of its bid.

By letter of November 19, the D.C. Government asked
Roardi to state in writing the questions referenced in its
letter of Novnmber 2. Roarda responded on tNovember 30,
generally disagreeing with D.C.'s reasons for rejecti:;g its
WBE assistance plan. Roarda also forwarded all vehicle docu-
mentation furnished up to that time by the tMBEs. On Decem-
ber 10, the contract was awarded to Jackson Oil Company
(the second low bidder) who by that time had been sent,
and determined to have adequately responded to, the pre-
award survey questionnaire.*

B. Allegations and Analysis

(1) Vehicle documentation and ElE plan

With respect to the D.C. Government's concern that
Roarda failed to provide the required vehicle documenta-
tion and, in its UIBE assistance plan, did not address

*It. is not clear from the record precisely what Jackson
furnished in th.n way of vehicle documentation or what
the ultimate details of its MILE assistance plan are.
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nine of the twelve required areas of assistance, Roarda
argues that DeC, improperly refused to receive and con-
oider additional information concerning these allegedly
readily curable natturs, In support of its position,
Roarda cites several decisions of this Office in which
we have stated tlhat a determination regarding a pro-
spective contractor's responsibility should he based
on the most current information available, See, e~g.,
51 Compo Gent 588 (1972); 49 Comp. Gen, 139 Tb9);i-
n&W Stat Laboratory, Inc., Qual-Med Associates, In-.,,
3-188627, August '", 1977, 77-2 CPD 151; Inflated
Products Company, Incorporated, B-188319, May 25,
1977, 77-1 CPD 3a5.,

While we agree that CL determination of responsibility
should not be made on the basis of "stale" information,
we also believe that a procuring agency is not required
to delay award indefinitely while a bidder attempts to
cure the causes for its being found nonresponsible. See
Noble Pine Products Coo, il-18942*1, Jnly 24, 1978, 78-2 
CPO 65; Inflated Products Commany, Incorporated, supra,
In this case, we conclude that the D.C. Government rea-
sonably determined to proceed ith contract award in the
face of Roarda'c continued fai ure to supply the informa-
tion required by the IFB.

By November 30, thie date of Roarda's last submission
to the D.C. Government, more titan two months had passed
since Roarda was initially asked to respond to the pre-
?e.;ard survey questionnaire; over one month had passed
since Roarda was nozified of the specific deficiencies
found in its plan. While it appears that Roarda had some
questions concerning the propriety of the finding that
certain aspects of its plan were deficient, the require-
ments for submission of vehicle documentation and a cjm-
prehensive MBE assistance plan were clearly set for p
both the IFB and the questionnaire, and we believe a
was afforded ample opportunity to respond to them.

While Roarda was given only five days to reply to the
D.C. Governmcnt's October 22 letter specifying the deficien-
cies found in its MBlE assistance plan, Roarda did not respond
to t'his letter at all within the required tine frame, not
even to request an extension of ?Response time. Rather, it
waited eleven days to acdvise the D.C. Govetnment that it was
taking corrective action, while at t' atnme time stating that
it had questions about certain unspecil..d aspects oJi the
letter.
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Further, although D9C, initially refused to consider
additional Information after receipt of floarda's November 2
response, It later ask;ed Roarda to submit in writing its
questions about D,C,'s October 22 letter, Roarria apparently
viewed this as an opportunity to submit additional infornna-
tion, since it did so by letter of November 30, It is not
clear to what extent the P9C. Government considered this
information at the timej however, it now utates that the
November 30 letter did not in fact cure the deficiencies
in Roarda's bid, In view of this conclusion (which we con-
sider reasonable as discussed, infra) we believe p.C. was
justified in prme7edin9, with award to Jackson on December 10
without further delay, In this regard, we note that existing
fuel supply contracts had expired on ilovember 30, and petro-
Jeum needs were being met by extensions of these contracts.

As to the vehic... documentation specifically, in its
November 30 letter, Roarda included all such information
received by that date from participating ZIBEs, but this did
not include all of the required documentation. Although it
may be true, as Roarda notes, that this information was in
the hands of the MBEn, Roarda had been aware of the need to
meet the requirement for more than two months, At no time
did it-indicate to the D.C. Government any specific problems
in obtaining this information or otherwise indicate any spe-
cial efforts made to obtain it, other than stating that the
information had been requested from the MBEs-. Consequently,
we find no basis to question thle D.C. Government's conclusion
that Roarda failed to satisfy the IFB requirements irn this
regard,

Regarding the specific areas of assistance required to be
addressed in its MBE plan, Roarcda stated in its November 30
letter that it believed its original plan subnitted in re-
sponse to the pre-award survey questionnaire in fact addressed
all the required arean. Roarda also indicated that it intended
to provide "specially tailored consulting services" to each
participating MBE in all twelve areas.

As stated above, the IF3 required that the bidder address
in detail how it would assist subcontractors in 12 specified
areas:

"(1) Logistical requirements, (2) Preventive
maintenance practices, (3) Employment, (4)
Budgeting, (5) Accounting, (6) Financing,
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(7) Marketing, (8) Scheduling, (9) AcqJuisi-
tion and integrity of supply, (10) Acquisi-
of rolling stock, (11) Acquisition of Storage
and rock facilities, (12) Developing Commercial
Markeb,,

Roardu stated in its pre-award survey response, however, only
that it would provide unlimited credit based on receivable
financing, and business consulting services in accounting,
legal, financial, operational and marketing areas (no further
details were suppi!erl), and specified the terms of the
delivery package it was offering the MBEs. We believe that
the D.C. Government reasonably determined that Roarda
failed to meet the IFB requirement for a "comprehensive wirit-
ten plan" outlining "specific details regarrlincj the level of
assistance the MBEs will receive in each (of twelve specified
areas) *"

Therefovs r we conclude that the P9C* Governrent's rejec-
tion of Roarda's bid was proper due to Roarda's failure to
supply the required vehicle documentation and details of its
MBE assistance plan in a timely manner.

(2) Price payable agreements

Our conclusion above essentially renders academic the
propriety of the D.C. Government's other reasons for rejec-
tion of Uoarda's bid, i.e., the perceived deficiencies in
its price payable agreements with the tIBEs. However, because
the court has requester] our opinion on this matter and because
we would have serious concerns about the propriety of bid re-
jection for that reason alone, we will address it,

The 8.Cs Government took exception to Roarda's price
payable agreements with the MBEs primarily because it con-
cluded that the proposed $O.045 payment per gallon for tank
wagon deliveries was insufficent to provide the MlBEs with
an adequate profit margin. Roarda argues that such a deter-
mination is improper because it has no basis in any statutory
requirement or in the terms of the IFB, which provides only
that the price payable to subcontractors sh1ll be that to
which the prime contractor and subcontractors mutually
agree.

The D.C. Government argues that its imposition of a
requirement for ai fair and reasonable delivery rate is
consistent with the Minority Contracting Act of 1976,
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D9C9 Code 9 1-1141 et seq., and further that the IFB con-
structively imposes suich a requirement H!owever, the D.C.
Government does not contend thatt such a requirement is
either specifically nimandated by the Minority Contracting
Act or clearly set forth in the rHO

Basic principles o: competitive bidding do not allow
award to depend on the losw bidder's ability to negotiate
matters to a result that was not mentioned in the solicita-
tion, See Illinois Equal Employment Opportunity Reqgtlations
fror Public Contracts, 54 Comp. Gon, 6 (1974;), 74-2 CPD 1.
BTidders must be clearly advised, before going through the
effort and expense of competing for a contract, of the
ininimum standards or criteria against which they will be
judged, Id; 48 Conp. GCon 326 (1968). As we said in 48 Comp.
Gen., supra at 328;

"Unless the invitations are definite and
complete as to all essential requirements
there can be no accurate and indisputable
basis on which to determine? which bid offers
compliance with contract conditions and ful-
fillment of all project needs at the lowest
price, Further, where material conditions
and requirements are not clearly defined,
such circumstance given rise to the oppor-
tunity $ior favoritism, arbitrary action and
abuse of authority in the awarding, or
approving of proposed awards, of the con-
tracts." .

Wer believe that these principles apply to the D.C.
Government's imposition of MIBE assistance requirements in
its procurements. The IFB in thin case did not set a nini-
mum subcontract price agreerent that a bidder had to meet
before the bid could be accepted. Rather, as Roarda points
out, the IFn simply defined the price payable to an MTBE
subcontractor as whatever price the prospective prime con-
tractor and the subcontractor "negotiate and mutually agree
to."

Also, while the MIBE assistance plan provision discussed
above, which was to be used in the evaluation and award pro-
cess, does reflect the D.C. Government's concern that the
prime contract benefit the 1lBE subcontractors involved,
it only requires that the prime contractor plan to "assist.
the subcontractors to the fullest extent practical" in

-tfo7* -*-r we Aft @*> b Ad *-1 *9--t _ _- a- --
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twelve nznagement related areas, We do loot view the require-
merit for such a plan as precluding the prospective prime
contractor and qualified MIBE subcontractors from mutually
agreeing to whatever subcontract price they conclude will
allow them to win the competition and secure the contract,

Thus, the P.C, Government nay not properly reject a
bid in an advertised sheltered narkot procurement such
as this one solely because it believes that a prospective
MBE subcontractcr may have negotiated a price agreement
that may not be profitable for that firm, unless there
is a clear indication in the IFB that bids will bn) eval-
uated against that criterion, As stated above, the D.C.
Government concedes that there was no such indication in
this IFB, nor in the statute establishing the "sheltered
market" program requirements. Nevertheless, we find no
basis to sustain the protest in this case since Roarda's
bid was properly rejected fur other reasons.

III, Economic Price Adjustment

Roarda argues that the economic price adjustment (EPA)
clause contained in the IFB, and subsequently in Jack;son's
contract, is defective and resulted in an illegal contract
award to Jackson, The EPA clause provided for price esca-
lation or dc-escalation in accordance with changes in 'Yack
price." Although this term was not defined in the IFf,
the parties apparently agree that it commonly is understood
to mean that price which a seller of petroleum products
establishes for commercial customers purchasing products
F.O.B, the seller's terminal,

Roarcia argues that the FPA clause is deficient because
it sets no ceiling on price escalation; does not require
a bidder to identif-. whose rack price it will use as a basis
for price adjustnent, which allows a bidder to use its own
rack price for this purpose as Jackson in fact did; and con-
tains no requirement that the rack price used he demonstrated
to track the market. This, Roarda alleges, enables Jackson
unilaterally to set the prices that will be paid during per-
formance, since it can almost indiscriminately cause the unit
price payable to increase by increasing its own rack price.
As a result, Roarda contends the P.C. Government cannot
be assured that what appears the low bid at bid opening,
based on the unit prices offered, actually reflects the
lowest ultimate cost to the agency.
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Roarda cites our eciccion in tarnip'on Metropolitan Oil
C'o.;I Ut4l1iy Petroleum, Inc., B.'1160310 P-1fj6509,1, Decenber 9,
1976, 76-2 C.PD 4171, to Support its position, Theret we
upheld a contracting officer's decision to cancel a nolic-
itation for petroleum products which required bidders to sub-
mit "reference" prices to be used in conjunction with the
IF13's EPA provision, The IF13, which contenplated multiple
awards of fixed-price contracts, did not define "reference"
price other than to state that it should he u posted or pub-
lished price. Two of the low bidders used their own post-
ings as their reference price, but could not demonstrate
substantial commercial sales of their products at that
price, The contracting officer determined e.isat this was an
unacceptable basis for adjustment because these reference
prices did not come within his intended meaning of "puhlished"
(contaIned in a known tr.de journal) or "posted" (baseO on
sale in substantial quantities to many customers), The re-
quirement for published or posted prices within these defini-
tions wras viewed as protecting the Governmaent by tying price
adjustments to increases or decreases competitively deter-
mined by the marketplace. We concluded that the IFB prc.perly
was canceled because it was impossible to insure that bid-
ders would not indiscriminately raise their posted prices
after contract award, and therefore impossible for the Gov-
ernment to determine Which bids ultimately would result
in the lowest cost.

Hampton thus indicates that award to a btdder which is
permitEted to use its own prices as a basis for price adjust-
ments during performance is improper when doing so allows
the bidder to inflate its prices artificially during the
contract tern; Since the D.C. Government's IFB did not
require any bidder, ir.clulding Jackson, to demonstrate that
its rack prices reflected sonme objective standard, e,
that the', we:e either published or based on substanTial com-
mercial sales, we agree with Roarda that the IFl was defi-
cient.

Nonetheless, we are not; persuaded that this deficiency
provides a basis for recommending termination of Jackson's
contract.

The D.C. Government admits that there were dnfects in
the original EPA clause and has recently entered into a
contract modiFication with Jackson which is designed to
cure them. Among these provisions is identification of
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the rack prices to be used as a basis for price escolation,
which for certain grades of fuel oil and for gasoline are
the prices of other potroleurn conpanies, and for other
grades of fuel oil are Jackson's owin prices, For tlnse
products for which Jac);son's rack price is used, the modi-
fic *' prcvides that the parties shall mutually agree
upon an. appropriate comparable substitute for rack price
to determine prlce adjustments if at any time in the future
Jackson does not have substantial commercial sales at its
rack price for that produQt, or the contracting officer
reasonably determines that Jackson's rack price for the
product does not fairly reflect prevailing market pric'As,
Jac,'.ion is required to maintain documentation to establish
substantial commercial sales at its rack prices and agrees
that the contracting officer shall have the right to
examine these documents as swell as its books and records,
A price escalation ceiling of ten percent of Jackson's
unit bid price also is set,

Nhile tie recognize that in Roarda's opinion this modli-
fication does not adequately correct the deficiencies in
the EPA Provision, we believe that the precise substance
of the corrective modification necessarily must be left to
the D.C. Government as a matter of contract administration,
not our Office. See Brandon Applied jysteos, Inc., 57 Comp,
Gen, 140 (1977), 77-2 CPD 486.

Roarda also argues that Jackson's bid was "nonrespon-
sive" becau,.) it did not indicate whose rack price would he
used for purposes of price adjustment, thus enabling Jackson
to affect the acceptability of its bid after bid opening. A,
nonrespo;.sive bid, however, is one that does not comply s.th
a:. invitation's material terms, 49 Comp. Gen. 553 (1970). As
Roarda admits, the IFB did not require Jackson, or any other
bidder, to identify the basis for its price adjustment prior
to cG cract award. Toerefote, Jackson's bid was Thesponsive"
even though it did not identify the basis for its :ack price.

Moreover, the IFB did not provide for evaluation of
rack price or price adjustment and theaze were not in fact
used in the D.C. Covernment's determination of the low bid.
Rather, the evaluation was based only on the unit prices
offered. Consequently, Jackson's failure to indicate the
basis for its rack price did not enable it to affect the
acceptability of its bid after bid opening since rack price
had no bearing on the D.C. Government's determination of
the low bid. Wle find no merit to Roarda's position in this
regard,
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IV. Other Issues

In its comments or, the D.C. Government's report to this
Office, Roarda states that although the court has asked our
Office only for its opinion concerning the lawfulness of the
rejection of Roarda's bid and of the economic price adjust-
ment clause, we nevertheless should address the "other"
issues raised by its protest. Ronrda does inot identify thcese
other issues nor are they readily apparent to us, with one
exception. This is an allegation that an illegal "auction"
occurred in this case. Because this issue, and presumably
the unspecified areas that Roarda has in mind, are before
the court, but the court has not requested our opinion on
them, we will not consider them. See Robert E. Derecktor of
Rhode Island, Inc.; Marine Power & Equipment Co., Inc., 60
Cormp. Gen. 61 (1980), 80-2 CPD 361.

The protest is denied.

Acting Cormptrollej lneral
of the Uniteci States




